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President’s Perspective

Tony Johnson

Well…I am sad to admit, but I might need to borrow a hair tie pretty soon, haha. With all the
nonessential services shut down, I have not been able to get my usual haircut, so am starting
to look a little shaggy. You might not recognize me when next we meet.
All the joking aside, during the state wide shut down, I have been able to take time to organize
projects, work on equipment, and organize new collections. I am hoping many of you have
been able to do the same. It has also given me a chance to focus on my garden, and the
community garden I am a part of.
I know this has been scary for some of you, and things have seemed pretty bad, but we need
to focus on the good things, things we enjoy doing, and keep ourselves positive. We also need
to be reaching out to each other if we are having difficulties. If you have any questions
regarding equipment, maintenance, techniques, etc, know I am always a phone call away.

Field Trip Report
June 20 - Government Meadows
Meeting place - 9:00AM at the Enumclaw Ranger Station for those not camping out
Hunting for - Jasper, Agate, Petrified wood, common opal
Tools you need - Rock hammer, shovel, pry bar, hammer, chisel and a backpack/bucket for
your treasures
Access - this area is fairly easy to access
Additional items - lunch/snacks and water, water, water. Dress in layers
July 11 – Gilligan Creek
Meeting place – To be announced
Hunting for – Jade, Serpentine, & Hematite
Tools you need – Rock hammer, shovel, pry bar, hammer, chisel, hip waders, rubber
boots for in the creek and a backpack/bucket for your treasures
Access – Easy access, limited parking
Additional items - lunch/snacks and water, water, water. Dress in layers.
July 25 - Red Top
Meeting place - 10:00AM at Mineral Springs Recreational mile marker 156 on hwy 97
Hunting for - Agate, Jasper, Fossil Shells and Crystal Plates
Tools you need - Rock hammer, shovel, pry bar, hammer, chisel and a backpack/bucket for your
treasures
Access - Moderate climb up a steep road cut.
Additional items - lunch/snacks and water, water, water. Dress in layers. Be prepared for
ticks/mosquitoes
Please remember that even though we love to meet new people, fieldtrips are a member benefit
and part of your membership dues covers you for injury liability.
Though injuries are rare, and we do everything we can to avoid them, we are going out into nature,
and uncontrollable environment.
All individuals attending field trips will have to sign a release of liability, and if you are bringing
guests, we will try to entice them into join the club by having Membership applications available.
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TENTATIVE JUNE 2020 CLUB HOUSE SCHEDULE
DATE
DAY
1
Monday
2
Tuesday

TIME
ACTIVITY
LOCATION
INSTRUCTOR
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Tony Johnson
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Jim Christian
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Dennis Batchelor
3
Wednesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Wire Wrapping
Club House
Tony Johnson
4
Thursday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Renera Barnes
5
Friday
6
Saturday
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Glen Ripper
7
Sunday
8
Monday
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Tony Johnson
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Jim Christian
9
Tuesday
7:00PM
Club Board Meeting
Fruitland Grange Jim Christian
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Dennis Batchelor
10 Wednesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Opal Cutting
Club House
Tony Johnson
11 Thursday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Renera Barnes
12 Friday
13 Saturday
10:00AM-2:00PM Wire Weaving
Club House
Jillian Higgins
14 Sunday
15 Monday
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Tony Johnson
16 Tuesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Jim Christian
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Dennis Batchelor
17 Wednesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Wire Wrapping
Club House
Tony Johnson
18 Thursday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Renera Barnes
19 Friday
10:00AM-2:00PM Government Meadows
Field Trip
Dennis Batchelor
20 Saturday
10:00AM-2:00PM Introduction to Silversmithing Club House
Dave Sanderson
21 Sunday
22 Monday
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Tony Johnson
23 Tuesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Jim Christian
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Dennis Batchelor
24 Wednesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Opal Cutting
Club House
Tony Johnson
25 Thursday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Renera Barnes
26 Friday
5:00PM-9:00PM Tailgate in Parking lot
Grange Hall
Tony Johnson
27 Saturday
10:00AM-2:00PM Intarsia
Club House
Tony Johnson
28 Sunday
29 Monday
10:00AM-2:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Tony Johnson
30 Tuesday
4:00PM-8:00PM Members Workshop
Club House
Jim Christian
For questions about a specific class or event, contact the instructor
Jim Christian (253) 720-9502
Ed Knoll (253) 651-7453
Dennis Batchelor (360) 870-8741
Tony Johnson (253) 863-9238
Bill Clark (360) 893-6919
Dave Sanderson (253) 380-8273
Renera Barnes rsb1224@netscape.com
Jillian Higgins (253)355-3146
Glen Ripper (253) 508-7545

This Schedule is Subject to Change. Please check the website for updates.

As of the publication of this schedule Pierce County is still in Phase 1
of the governors re-opening plan. As soon as we enter into Phase 2
the club house will be allowed to open on an appointment only basis.
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MEET THE MEMBERS
Name: Dennis Batchelor
Favorite Quote: “If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything”.
What are your skills/past experience with the rock Club or rock hounding?
I have only been with the club for 3-4 years, and am adequate at cabbing, slabbing, and identification.

What is your favorite rock, mineral or gem? Hard Ones
What is your favorite thing to do with rocks, minerals or gems?
Find it, slab it, and cab it.
What are your three favorite books/podcasts?
•
•
•

David Baldacci
Clive Cussler
Paolini

What is your favorite memory surrounding rockhounding/rocks in general?
At age 4, I was prospecting with my Dad in Death Valley. I found a huge chunk in a shallow
cave and proudly announced I’d struck gold. Dad told me it was just fool’s gold.
In your opinion, what is the best thing about the Puyallup Valley Gem & Mineral Club?
Always the people willing to share and teach.
In your opinion, where/how does the club need to improve?
Need more willing volunteers.
What are three (3) things people might not know about you?
• I was a combat medic for 2 years in Vietnam
• I’m a marathon runner
• I have a rock problem
What is your greatest accomplishment?
My family: 5 step-children, 1 biological child, 6.1 grandchildren, and an amazing wife.

Club Show update

Jim Christian

Another covis-19 virus casualty was our annual Valley of Gems show at the Swiss
Park in Bonney Lake. Scheduled for June 5th to 7th, it fell into phase 3 of the Governors
4 phase recovery play which limited gatherings to less than 50 people, so we had to
cancel the show and rescheduling to a later date was discussed but turned out not to
be a viable option. However, looking ahead, we have reserved June 6, to 8 th, 2021 at
the Swiss Park for our show next year.
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Clubhouse report

Jim Christian

As we know, the clubhouse has been closed due to the corona-19 virus situation,
however it’s about to open again, with restrictions based on phase 2 of the Governors
4 phase recovery plan.
There will be restrictions on how many members may use the clubhouse and
conditions that will need to be followed. By the time this Rock-A-Teer is published,
all members should have received an email with details on how to reserve a spot for
a workshop or class and requirements and conditions that apply.
Looking to the future, it’s anyone’s guess as to when the clubhouse can again become
fully functional but be assured, we’ll get it open as soon as possible.

New Club House Rules

When the clubhouse reopens it will be on a trial basis with specific requirements and conditions
which are subject to change and because this is a trial, the clubhouse may again close until future
notice.
Requirements and conditions:
• Members must already be qualified to use clubhouse equipment.
• Workshops & classes are limited to 4 members plus the instructor.
• Reservations must be made by using the reservation process.
• Each member is limited to one workshop or class per week.
• Each member must follow the usual sign in and payment process AND sign a Release of
Liability and Hold Harmless Agreement EACH TIME the member comes to a workshop
or class.
• Face coverings and social distancing are required.
• One person at a time in the saw room(s).
Other than making reservations, all comments, concerns, etc. are to be directed to Jim Christian,
253-720-9502 or jimchristian_205@hotmail.com.
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Legal Aspects of Rock, Mineral, and Fossil Collecting
By Timothy J. Witt, J.D.

Part 3:
Additional Conditions, Limitations, and Prohibitions on Rock Collecting
Even with permission or consent, rock, mineral, and fossil collectors should be familiar with any conditions,
limitations, or prohibitions applicable to planned collecting activities. Conditions, limitations, and prohibitions
typically result from the application of various laws and regulations or the specific wishes of the property
owners. With government land, discretion to adopt and implement policies regarding specimen collecting and
related activities is granted to the local agencies tasked with administering and managing such government land.
Thus, policies may differ with respect to government lands even when a large government agency like the
Bureau of Land Management, the United States Forest Service, or the National Park Service administers and
manages those government lands.

The world's most famous locality for amazonite and smoky quartz is in Colorado. There are thousands of other mineral
collecting and commercial production sites within the state. In 2015 there were over 10,000 active mining claims in
Colorado. Click to enlarge image.

Use Restrictions
One common restriction deals with the anticipated use of any rocks, minerals, or fossils collected. In many
instances, permission is granted or even implied when rock collecting activities are purely for personal
purposes, which includes hobby activities. In some cases, rock collecting activities that are for educational
purposes are also permitted without further complication. Collecting activities that are done for a commercial
purpose, however, are oftentimes restricted or prohibited. Commercial purposes would include not only
collecting specimens for direct sale, but also for use in jewelry and other creative pieces that are then sold.
Accordingly, it’s crucial for the collector to know what limitations or prohibitions exist on collecting related to
certain uses or end-purposes.For example, on all lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management or the
United States Forest Service, commercial collections of rocks and other specimens requires special permit
authorization.22 California law applying to certain public lands administered by the California Department of
Parks and Recreation, referred to as “units,” offers another example. In the case of California, certain areas are
open only to personal, non-commercial rock collecting.23 Other state laws are less clear, but nonetheless would
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prohibit rock collecting if being conducted for commercial purposes.24 Use limitations are oftentimes taken very
seriously and violators are punished. One such example occurred in Idaho, where a man who took 9,800 pounds
of sandstone rocks from Bureau of Land Management lands to sell for landscaping purposes was subsequently
convicted and sentenced to serve nine months in jail.

A nice piece of petrified wood suitable for lapidary work. The pore spaces in the wood have been completely silicified, and the
piece is relatively free of fractures. It also has nice color. Petrified wood like this is very hard to find. Specimen is about three
inches across.

Amount Restrictions
Another common restriction involves the anticipated amount of any rocks or minerals collected, in which cases
the amount of rocks and minerals collected is most often measured in number, weight, or volume. In many
ways, amount restrictions are closely related to use restrictions; it is assumed that someone taking a large
amount of rock and other specimens is doing so for commercial purposes. Thus, collectors should know and
closely abide by any amount restrictions.Oftentimes amount restrictions are vague and subject to
interpretation.25 As a result, collectors should follow various “rules of thumb” and reasonableness standards
when determining the amount of rocks or other specimens to be collected. Some restrictions are more
specific. For example, limited quantities of petrified wood can be collected without a permit for noncommercial purposes on land managed by the Bureau of Land Management so long as no more than twenty-five
pounds plus one additional piece are collected per day with a maximum limit of two hundred fifty pounds each
calendar year.26 Collectors with an interest in fossils should note that similar rules and principles apply to fossil
rocks found on Bureau of Land Management or United States Forest Reserve lands as well.27California
Department of Parks and Recreation lands have a defined weight rule as well, limiting takes to not more than
fifteen pounds of mineralogical material or not more than one specimen plus fifteen pounds of mineralogical
material.28 In Utah, state lands administered by the School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration are
subject to weight restrictions as well with maximum limitations identical to Bureau of Land Management
regulations. Unlike a weight restriction, Hawaii previously limited personal, non-commercial rock and
specimen collecting on shoreline areas with a volume limit of up to one gallon per person per day. This
restriction was more recently amended, however, to prohibit taking any amount.29 Demonstrating the
complexity of determining the applicability of specific laws, rock collecting in “small quantities” for personal,
non-commercial use appears to still be permitted in Hawaii State Parks that are not recognized as shoreline
areas, so long as local laws do not prohibit such collecting.30
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Restrictions are often placed on the methods that can be used while searching or producing rocks, minerals and fossils. In some
areas only hand tools can be used. The depth or square footage of excavation or digging can be limited. There are often
restructions on the use of motorized tools, vehicles, and explosives. Before working on any land, be sure that your methods will
comply with what is allowed. USGS image.

Method Restrictions
Yet another restriction rock, mineral, and fossil collectors will often see related to the anticipated method for
collecting. Once again, as with amount restrictions, method restrictions are also closely related to use
restrictions. Certain methods lend themselves more to collecting for commercial purposes, particularly given
their complication and expense. For example, on land managed by the Bureau of Land Management or the
United States Forest Service, explosives, motorized or mechanical devices, and heavy equipment cannot be
used for collection purposes. Additionally, collection methods that would result in destruction or disturbance of
public lands, water, or assets are prohibited as well.31For another example, California applies similar rules to
Department of Parks and Recreation lands where tools cannot be used and, by implication, the ground and its
features cannot be disturbed.32
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On most Bureau of Land Management and United States Forest Service lands, the collection of vertebrate fossil rocks is
prohibited and criminalized. National Park Service photo.

Specimen Restrictions
Other common restrictions of which rock, mineral, and fossil collectors should be aware are specimen
restrictions. Oftentimes use restrictions are related to public policies related to the attributed value of certain
specimens, whether that value be monetary, educational, scientific, or otherwise.33 Most specimen restrictions
prohibit the collection of certain types of specimens. For example, on Bureau of Land Management and United
States Forest Service lands, while plant and invertebrate fossil rocks may be collected for non-commercial
purposes, the collection of vertebrate fossil rocks is prohibited and criminalized.34 Rock collectors should also
note that taking or removing rocks that have been specifically claimed or deemed the property of the federal
government could result specifically in prosecution for theft of government property under 18 USC §
641.35Other specimens of potential interest to rock collectors are subject to similar prohibitions.36 Rocks
containing fossils are one particularly highly-regulated specimen. Meteorites are another.37 California, for
example, also specifically prohibits the collection of all Indian artifacts, including rock items.38

Timing Restrictions
Timing restrictions, as a practical matter, may be the most common type of restriction in the sense that most
landowners and government agencies will only permit the collection of rocks during daylight hours. For the
rock collector, daylight restrictions should present no issue. In other situations, however, rock, mineral, and
fossil collecting activities may be limited to certain times of the year or during specifically-identified “vacant”
periods. For example, in Pennsylvania and many other states certain areas are closed off from public access or
activities during certain times of the year to protect endangered bat species. Other areas that are usually open to
the public may also be closed for weather or safety-related reasons during periods.

General Advice for Rock, Mineral, and Fossil Collectors
With so much to consider and the potential for missteps and peril, what’s a rock, mineral, or fossil collector to
do? Thankfully, diligent respect and consideration for several simple rules will assist rock, mineral, or fossil
collectors in engaging in their hobby without running afoul of the law.

1. Don’t rely solely on a single source without additional verification.
Anecdotally, many collectors use various sources to locate prime collecting areas. Such sources can include
everything from paper maps and hardcopy guidebooks to online forums. In many instances, these sources
identify certain areas and specifically label them as being freely open to rock, mineral, or fossil collecting.
Unfortunately, while well-intended, such sources are sometimes based on outdated or incorrect information
resulting in their being inaccurate. For example, laws or property ownership may have changed, and what was
once permissible may no longer be. While such sources may be useful in narrowing down rock, mineral, or
fossil collecting areas, collectors should always seek and obtain additional verification that collecting is
permissible in a specific area.

2. Check out public information databases, GPS maps, and courthouse records for additional
verification.
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Collectors should verify ownership or possession of property using other resources like public databases, GPS
mapping programs, and courthouse records. Given the official nature of such resources, they can be relied upon
to provide useful and accurate information. For example, property tax database searches, while not absolute, can
be helpful in identifying the owner or possessor of property and provide other relevant contact information, but
oftentimes require knowing the name, identification number, or address of the property. GPS mapping programs
oftentimes enable searchers to locate information about properties from a graphical point-and-click interface
without already knowing owner names or property addresses or identification numbers. Courthouse records,
particularly land ownership records, are most conclusive for verifying ownership or possession. Once again,
however, locating courthouse records oftentimes requires searchers to know the name of the owner or
possessor.

Although it is unusual to see a metal sign made specifically to post at locations where rock collecting is not allowed, enough of
them are sold that companies selling metal signs have them available as a standard product.

3. Be aware of postings, notices, and signs on properties.
Collectors should respect all postings, notices, and signs on properties that they are considering entering. In
many cases, collectors can easily and clearly determine the owner or possessor’s position regarding granting
someone permission to enter the property and search for specimens. Most obviously, “Stay Out” and “No
Trespassing” signs should be respected. Likewise, postings, notices, and signs may also lay out applicable
regulations regarding rock collecting, including any permissions that are required and any prohibitions,
restrictions, or limitations. Collectors who are challenged for being on property may even find that the specific
language in some signage can be interpreted permissively and, therefore, provides reasonable grounds for
avoiding charges or liability.

4. Contact local offices of governmental entities or agencies.
Collectors looking to enter government land to search for and take specimens should contact the local office of
the governmental entity or agency tasked with overseeing or administering such government land. For example,
the Bureau of Land Management, United States Forest Service, and state park systems have local offices
assigned to specific areas. In contacting the local office, collectors should inquire about any necessary permits,
along with prohibitions, restrictions, and limitations. Oftentimes, making an attempt to contact the local office
and follow appropriate procedures will engender cooperation, assistance, and respect from government officials,
which, in turn, can go a long way towards obtaining any necessary permits and ensuring a positive and fruitful
collecting experience. Collectors should also contact local offices to confirm applicable rules and procedures, as
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local offices are oftentimes given discretion to adopt and implement their own rules and procedures for
specimen collecting.

5. Check for applicable laws.
Collectors would be well served to do a quick search for applicable laws before going on any collecting
expedition. It may be easier to locate relevant laws and regulations than many collectors think. Although
searches for applicable laws require close scrutiny of sources and examination for exceptions or qualifiers,
many laws are fairly straightforward. Basic internet searches using the name of state or locality of interest and
the name of any government entity or agency administering such areas, when entered with relevant phrases like
“rock collecting” or “rockhounding,” may provide substantial insight and clarity.

6. Seek legal advice where there is cause for concern.
In situations where ownership or possession is unclear or where the applicability of any prohibition, restriction,
or limitation is in question, collectors should seek professional legal advice. This is all the more true where the
“stakes” of collecting are higher such as when collecting is being performed for commercial purposes or the
specimens being collected are of substantial value or universal interest. Although it may seem burdensome,
finding out what is or is not legal in advance of a collecting trip can, in one sense, make a huge difference in the
great success or utter failure of the trip.

COMMUNITY SUPPORTERS
South Hill RV Sales
Offering the highest rated starter, midline, and high end
towables and RV’s at the lowest prices which has made us
a top volume dealer in Washington state.
12414 Meridian East, Puyallup 98373
253-435-7751 or 866-435-7751
www.southhillrv.com

Rice Museum of Rocks & Minerals
To engage, inspire, and educate generations on the
splendor and complexity of our Earth.
26385 NW Groveland Dr., Hillsboro, OR 97124
503-647-2418
Info@ricenorthwestmuseum.org
www.ricenorthwestmuseum.org
Amber, Jewelry, Beads, Findings, Gemstones, Slabs,
Rough Matherial, Fossils, and Aussie items.

H & I Lapidary

Mike and LaVon Siperek
(253) 531-7294
4203 E 99th Street, Tacoma, WA 98446
Yankees_Diesel@comcast.net
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FROM THE BENCH
While we have been on lockdown some of us have been busy making beautiful projects.

Check out these rock butterflies made by Glen Ripper. Each one takes between 20-25 hours
to make. If you have projects you would like to show off, please email J.Y.Higgins@gmail.com.

12 Inch Lortone Saw – with blade - $700 (but
negotiable)
For more information, contact Brett Lawrence (253)
576-0481 or (253) 584-1319.

MINERAL OF THE MONTH
Do you know what this lovely pink semi-precious stone is? It is a
mineral in the beryl family, and can come in a variety of colors
from very light pink, salmon, peach, purple and rose, and every
variation of pink and purple you can imagin. The first form of this
stone was found in Madagascar in 1911 and was named after the
famous mineral collector and financier J.P. Morgan.
With those hints, you should be guessing its… Morganite. This
stone is highly sought after now a days for it’s use in engagement
rings because it is said to enhance the atributes or compassions,
assurance, and healing.
Morganite can be found all over the world, but the two most well
known locations are Madagascar and Brazil. Gem quality can also
be found in: Afganastan, China, Madagascar, Mozabique,
Namibia, Russia, and the USA (CA and Maine).
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2020 SHOW & TELL THEMES and PROGRAM NIGHT EVENTS

MEETING

DATE

SHOW & TELL THEME

January - 1st Meeting

January 10, 2020 Tiger's Eye or any field trip finds

January - 2nd Meeting

January 24, 2020 Lace or any field trip finds

February - 1st Meeting
February - 2nd Meeting

Heart shapped or any field trip
February 14, 2020 finds
Red, Pink, & Purple or any field
February 28, 2020 trip finds

March - 1st Meeting

"Sham" rocks or any field trip
March 13, 2020 finds

March - 2nd Meeting

March 27, 2020 Green or any field trip finds

PROGRAM NIGHT
EVENT
Washington State Mineral
Council

Outlaws Metal Detecting

Carlson's Jewelry Store, Carl
Carlson

April - 1st Meeting
April - 2nd Meeting

April Fools Gold or any field trip
April 10, 2020 finds
April 24, 2020
No Show & Tell

May - 1st Meeting
May - 2nd Meeting

May 8, 2020 Flower rocks or any field trip finds
May 22, 2020
No Show & Tell
Jerry's Rock Shop

June - 1st Meeting

Fancy Slabs & Fossils + any field
June 12, 2020 trip finds

June - 2nd Meeting

June 26, 2020

July - 1st Meeting
July - 2nd Meeting
August - 1st Meeting
August - 2nd Meeting
September - 1st Meeting
September - 2nd Meeting
October - 1st Meeting
October - 2nd Meeting

No Show & Tell

Red, White, & Blue or any field
July 10, 2020 trip finds
July 24, 2020
No Show & Tell
August 14, 2020 Carnelians + any field trip finds
Saturday
August 29, 2020
No Show & Tell
September 11, 2020 Crystals + any field trip finds
September 25, 2020
No Show & Tell

October 9, 2020 Wood + any field trip finds
October 23, 2020
No Show & Tell

November - 1st Meeting
November - 2nd Meeting

Thundereggs & Geodes + any
November 13, 2020 field trip finds
November 27, 2020
No Show & Tell

December - 1st Meeting
December - 2nd Meeting

Saturday
December 12, 2020
No Meeting

No Show & Tell
No Show & Tell

Auction/Potluck

Tailgate Party @ Grange Parking
Lot

Jerry's Rock Shop
Picnic & Tailgate Party at club
house on Saturday
Mini Lapidary Demonstrations
Auction/Potluck

BINGO Night
Holiday Banquet/Officer
Installation on Saturday
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2020 Elected Officers
Title

Name

Phone

President:

Tony Johnson

(253)863-9238 ynotopals@outlook.net

Vice President:

Jim Christian

(253)720-9502 Jimchristian_205@hotmail.com

Secretary:

Teresa Rodrick

(253)531-4062 gtrodi@comcast.net

Treasurer:

Jillian Higgins

(253)355-3146 J.Y.Higgins@gmail.com

Association Director:

Bill Clark

(360)893-6919 clarkwa@comcast.net

1 Year Director:

Glen Ripper

(253)508-7545 glen311944@yahoo.com

2 Year Director:

Patti Dailey-Shives (253)678-0029 pattidailey28@gmail.com

1 Year Trustee:

Glenn Rodrick

(253)531-4062 gtrodi@comcast.net

2 Year Trustee:

Dennis Batchelor

(360)870-8741 hobbyhorse51@gmail.com

Email

2020 Committee Chairs
Title

Name

Phone

Email

Club house Coordinator

Jim Christian

(253)720-9502 Jimchristian_205@hotmail.com

Club Show Coordinator

Jim Christian

(253)720-9502 Jimchristian_205@hotmail.com

Field Trips Coordinator

Dennis Batchelor

(360)870-8741 hobbyhorse51@gmail.com

Web Master

Jillian Higgins

(253)355-3146 J.Y.Higgins@gmail.com

Editor/Communications

Jillian Higgins

(253)355-3146 J.Y.Higgins@gmail.com

Membership

Jillian Higgins

(253)355-3146 J.Y.Higgins@gmail.com

Sunshine

Tony Johnson

(253)863-9238 ynotopals@outlook.net

Newsletter

Jillian Higgins

(253)355-3146 J.Y.Higgins@gmail.com

Mineral Council

Tony Johnson

(253)863-9238 ynotopals@outlook.net

Historian

Nicole Payne

(253)208-9802 pudnikki@yahoo.com

The Puyallup Valley Gem & Mineral
Club is a member of the American
Lands Access Association and the
Washington State Mineral Council.
You can find more information about
the ALAA at: amlands.org or the WA
Mineral Council at:
mineralcouncil@zoho.com
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1.

ABORT

11. INSERTION

2.

ARIANE

12. JUNO

22. STAGING

3.

BAIKONUR

13. KAPUSTIN YAR

23. THOR

4.

BOOSTER

14. KOROU

24. TRAJECTORY

5.

BRAKING

15. ORBITAL

25. VEHICLE

6.

CAPE CANAVERAL 16. PAYLOAD

26. VOSKHOD

7.

DELTA

17. PROPELLANT

27. WALLOPS

8.

ENERGIA

18. SATURN

28. XICHANG

9.

FALCON

19. SCOUT

29. ZENIT

10. GUIDANCE

20

21. SPACESHUTTLE

SPACE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
June 2020
Susie Diedrich
David Rand
Ben Small
Debra Olson
Jennifer Barnstien

1st

- 2nd
- 2nd
- 4th
- 9th

Nancy Wilson
Roger Forsythe
Genny Monahan
LindaSue Banks
Kerry Nicholls

- 15th
- 21st
- 21st
- 24th
- 26th

Robin McDonald
Jason Thornblad
Glenn Rodrick
Shiban Williamson

- 28th
- 28th
- 28th
- 30th
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